OVERVIEW

Station Casinos is looking for Entertainment Technician. There are multiple locations hiring.

Roles and Responsibilities
- Responsible for ensuring all concert and live entertainment events are properly executed.
- Operate and maintain entertainment systems and equipment.

Education and Qualifications
Must have:
- Experience in live entertainment in one of the following areas: Audio, Lighting, and Video.
- Knowledge and understanding of technical and theatrical terminology.
- A general understanding of OSHA codes pertaining to theater and electrical safety.
- A thorough understanding of technical set-up documentation such as stage plots, light plots, audio plots,
- Audio/Lighting or Technical degree or equivalent experience required.

How to Apply
1. Go to: https://www.sclv.com/Corporate/Careers.aspx
2. Click "Station Casinos Properties"
3. In the "Job Number" field:
   a. Type “180004107” for the Green Valley Ranch position
   b. Type “180001664” for the Santa Fe position
   c. Type "180003068" for the Sunset Station position